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College of Liberal Arts
Modern Languages

- Japn 101: Elementary Japanese I
- Japn 102: Elementary Japanese II
- Japn 103: Practical Review of Elem Japanese I
- Japn 104: Practical Review of Elem Japanese II
- Japn 111: Intensive Elementary Japanese
- Japn 198: Elementary Japanese Study Abroad
- Japn 199: Special topics in Japanese
- Japn 201: Intermediate Japanese I
- Japn 202: Intermediate Japanese II
- Japn 204: Practical Review: Intermed Japanese II
- Japn 211: Intensive Intermediate Japanese
- Japn 298: Intermediate Japanese Study Abroad
• Japn 299: Special Topics in Japanese
• Japn 301: Conversation and Composition I
• Japn 302: Conversation and Composition II
• Japn 310: Special Topics in Japanese
• Japn 398: Advanced Japanese Study Abroad
• Japn 399: Special Topics in Japanese
• Japn 401: Advanced Japanese I
• Japn 402: Advanced Japanese II
• Japn 499: Advanced Topics in Japanese
• Japn 501: Contemporary Japanese

School of Journalism and New Media
• Jour 101: Introduction to Mass Communication
• Jour 102: Introduction to Multimedia Writing
• Jour 271: News Reporting
• Jour 272: Broadcast Newswriting and Reporting
• Jour 273: Creative Visual Thinking
• Jour 301: History of Mass Media
• Jour 310: Social Media in Society
• Jour 330: Media Performance
• Jour 345: Digital Media Diversity
• Jour 350: Topics in Journalism I
• Jour 351: Topics in Journalism I
• Jour 352: Topics in Journalism II
• Jour 353: Topics in Journalism III
• Jour 355: Broadcast Studio Production I
• Jour 361: Journalism Explorations I
• Jour 362: Journalism Explorations II
• Jour 370: Podcasting
• Jour 371: Communications Law
• Jour 372: Sports Announcing
• Jour 373: Designing Media
• Jour 374: Sports Photography
• Jour 375: Photojournalism
• Jour 377: Advanced Reporting
• Jour 378: Television Reporting
• Jour 379: Editing
• Jour 380: Advanced Broadcast Relations
• Jour 381: Newspaper Management
• Jour 383: Advertising Layout and Design
• Jour 386: Media Sales
• Jour 388: Media Management
• Jour 389: Magazine Editing
• Jour 395: Journalism Internship
• Jour 399: School Publications
• Jour 400: International Journalism
• Jour 401: Magazine Service Journalism
• Jour 403: Advanced Photojournalism
• Jour 444: Investigating Criminal Justice
• Jour 456: Journalism Innovation
• Jour 472: Magazine and Feature Writing
• Jour 473: Writing with Voice
• Jour 474: Cultural Reporting and Criticism
• Jour 475: Editorial and Opinion Writing
• Jour 477: Specialized Reporting
• Jour 480: Advanced Broadcast Reporting
• Jour 495: Journalism Practicum
• Jour 496: Jour Honors Thesis Research
• Jour 497: Jour Honors Thesis I
• Jour 498: Jour Honors Thesis 2
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• Jour 499: Directed Study
• Jour 501: Magazine Service Journalism Publishing
• Jour 513: The Press and the Changing South
• Jour 553: Service Journalism Management
• Jour 571: Communications Law
• Jour 572: History of Mass Media
• Jour 573: Mass Comm, Technology, and Society
• Jour 574: Public Opinion and the Mass Media
• Jour 575: Mass Media Ethics and Social Issues
• Jour 576: Documentary and Social Issues
• Jour 577: Depth Reporting
• Jour 578: Television Documentary Reporting
• Jour 580: Topics in Journalism II
• Jour 585: Health Communication
• Jour 588: Sports Media and Reporting
• Jour 589: Sports Television Production
• Jour 590: Multimedia Storytelling I
• Jour 591: Journalism Explorations I
• Jour 592: Journalism Explorations II
• Jour 599: Media Problems
• Jour 610: Multimedia Storytelling II
• Jour 651: Research in Mass Communications
• Jour 652: Seminar in Mass Communication Theory
• Jour 653: Problems in Public Opinion
• Jour 654: Seminar in Communications Law
• Jour 655: Seminar in History of Mass Media
• Jour 664: Journalism Practices and Ethics
• Jour 668: Narrative Journalism
• Jour 680: Advanced Topics in Journalism
• Jour 697: Thesis